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1. Salient Features of the Presentation 
1.1 Current Status& Risks in following areas

1.1.1 Handling Structured & Unstructured Data, Knowledge Repository & History 
Archives

1.1.2 Case Management, Auditing & Reporting
1.1.3 Legal hold and workflow management
1.1.4 Investigating Dispersed Data, Knowledge Transfer & Process Onboarding
1.1.5 Investigating Voluminous Data, Tracking Chain of Custody
1.1.6 Producing Digital Evidence, Data Security

1.2Illustration: An International Financial Fraud (money laundering) Case

1.2.1 This particular case involved money transfer from one company to another.
The challenge was to  analyze  and categorize large data  set  (approximately 1.2
million  documents  and  dispersed  data  sources)  to  identify  key  evidences  and
supporting documents within short timelines. 

1.2.2 Solution approach included integrating all form of data (including e-mails,
pdf,  social  media,  photos  etc)  into  a  common  platform,  running  search  query
(Keyword  Search,  Document  Attributes,  specific  timeframes  etc),  running  AI
based analytics and workflow on the data results which further refined the results.

1.2.3 Evidence  was  reduced  to  highly  relevant  documents  with  appropriate
categorization. The key evidences were produced using detailed search hit reports,
extensive metadata information, & categories.
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1.3 Discoverable Data is data that can be used as evidence in litigation and 
includes documents, presentations, spreadsheets, e-mails, audio video recordings, 
cloud storage, social media etc. 

1.4 Technology Approach

Integrated platform to allow process management and identify discoverable data. 
Based on the fraud detected, the system has to be updated to learn, alert and 
prevent occurrence of similar frauds in future. The platform will help to build the 
knowledge repository for effective case investigation.

1.4.1 Cryptocurrencies 

1.4.1.1 Cryptocurrencies are increasingly becoming one of the most favoured
means for criminals to collect, store and clean criminal proceeds (drug trafficking,
forced labour, forgery, terrorism etc.). Cryptocurrency frauds happen due to: 

a) Lack Of Regulation

b) Anonymity Or Pseudonymity

c) Payment Option For Crime

1.4.1.2 Cryptocurrency Frauds include:

a) Financial  Crime-  Fraud  for  the  purpose  of  tax  avoidance,  money-
laundering, and bribery

b) Initial  Coin  Offering  Fraud-  Fabricated  ICOs  with  phony  bios  of
nonexistent  team members  and  technical  whitepapers  copied  from other,
legitimate crypto-currencies

c) Market  Manipulation -  Improper  market  manipulation  may  include
spoofing, front-running, churning, and other schemes

d) Traditional Theft - Fraudsters can hack investors’ crypto wallets and steal
their crypto-currency; set up fake wallets to bilk counterparties; set up phony
crypto exchanges to steal customers’ money

e) Broker Fraud - Brokers can take advantage to attempt scam
f) Ponzi Scheme - Crypto is widely misunderstood, it can be the perfect cover

for a bogus scheme

1.4.2 Disgruntled Employee Associating With Cyber Attackers



1.4.2.1 Disgruntled employee infects the system by a malware and allow the 
attacker to steal the data and subsequently infect with ransomware

1.4.2.2 All sensitive data of organization’s could be encrypted/locked and 
sold on the Darkweb.

1.4.3 Approach of Investigation 

1.4.3.1 Information management/workflow management with Chain of 
Custody

1.4.3.2 Identification of digital information from various available sources 
1.4.3.3 Information in legal hold to prevent modification
1.4.3.4 Collection of all relevant information
1.4.3.5 Culling Process & Analysis of information of reduced filtered data
1.4.3.6 Hosting the secured data for being accessible to reviewers

2. Way Ahead

Artificial  Intelligence  and  Machine  Learning  can  never  replace  the  human
intelligence.  Using technology-based investigation approach,  human intelligence
along  with  AI  and  ML can  definitely  help  to  prioritize  the  case  strategy  and
prevent the fraud. 
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